Mammals
Tracks and
Trails

Tracking
Mammals
Many mammals in the UK are elusive secretive creatures which most people will never
see—despite the fact that they are around us all the time! It is estimated, for example,
that there are up to 250,000 badgers in the UK, but it is quite possible for people to live
their entire lives next door to a sett without ever knowing it.
Even more obvious species, such as squirrels and rabbits, are naturally wary of people and
will do their best to hide themselves from human contact in most situations.
Whilst we might only rarely get a close encounter with an actual live mammal, it is very
possible to tell if they are in your area by studying the signs that they leave behind as they
go about their lives.
Many mammals are territorial and are creatures of habit,
by taking care to observe the landscape around you,
you’ll soon begin to build up a picture of the creatures
you are sharing your space with.
Look for travel signs—flattened trails through the grass,
footprints in mud, smoothed rocks and branches where
generations of animals have crossed.
With a little care it is possible to find their feeding spots
and examine the remains of their breakfast, track down
their homes and study how often they come and go, how
many live in a particular area and where their favourite
snoozing spots are.
You can also search out the things they leave behind,
tracks in the mud, discarded bedding, hairs snagged on fences, even their scat (poo!) if
you’re feeling brave enough to look (and sniff!).
Finally you can also find the remains of the animals themselves, skulls and pelts are sure
signs and there are even organised surveys which ask you to record these details.

Wild Ways
Well
Tracking mammals fits really well with the principles of the Five Ways to Wellbeing
advocated by the major mental health charities Mind and SAMH.
Mammals are elusive, they tend to move about their territory a lot and their trails can be
few and far between. Going out looking for mammal signs helps you to Be Active and
explore your neighbourhood.
Mammal signs can be very subtle. Examining every inch of ground to try and spot a snuffle
hole, a scratching tree or a feeding station means you have to Take Notice of all the signs
around you as you walk. You can become so absorbed in this process that it is easy to
forget about other issues in your life while you are out tracking.
Despite the fact that they live all around us many
species of native mammal haven’t been very well
studied by science and their behaviours can be very
mysterious. While studying them you can Keep
Learning new facts about their habits and their lives.

With large mammals especially you’ll probably find
that you are tracking one specific group in your local
area with only a few members. By observing their
daily habits you will soon really Connect with their
lives. There are also many organisations out there
based around the study of mammals who are always
delighted to welcome new members. A quick search
online will show some local to you.
By Giving your time to study mammals in this way you are aiding conservation by adding to
our knowledge of these species. Records of the species you see will be much appreciated
by recording organisations. If you decide to encourage mammals in your area by feeding
them you’ll be making their lives a little easier and by taking an interest you’ll also be
helping protect them from those that might wish them harm.

Badger (Meles meles)
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Badgers can cause a
lot of disturbance to
the ground when feeding

Characteristic

Badger holes—wider than they are tall

‘snuffle hole’

Sagittal Crest

Jaw bone locked into skull

Bedding trail

Badger latrine—badgers are the only
animal to dig a hole in the ground to use
as a toilet.

Scratching post

Badger hair is tough and wiry, difficult to
break with your hands. Its shape in crosssection means it ‘sticks’ when rolled.

Roe Deer (Capreolus

capreolus)
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Roe deer droppings, 18mm
long, found on paths

Antler fraying on tree

Feeding signs

Above: Roe ring

Hairs are round, hollow,
and very easy to break in
your hand

Below : Deer bed

Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
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Jaw loose or not attached

Long snout

Six sharp teeth behind prominent canines

A pile of feathers is often all that remains
of a fox kill— look for the distinctive ragged, chewed tips to the feathers.

Droppings contain fur and bone, twisted end, foul smell.
Left in prominent spots

Hole is taller than it is high, less prominent spoil heap than
a badger—may be bones in the entrance, strong fox smell

Feeding Signs
Deer

Badger

Tree bark ringed by voles
Nut
eaten by:
Bird

Vole/
mouse

Spruce cone eaten by:
Mouse

Squirrel

Bird killed by raptor—feathers
plucked and intact

Squirrel

Intact

Bird killed by mammal—feathers broken
and chewed

Feeding Signs
One sure way of telling if there are mammals around you is to look for their feeding signs.
Any walk through a greenspace will likely yield signs of what the local mammals had for
breakfast, if you just know where to look.

Deer are prolific browsers, they love to nip off the fresh buds growing at the tips of trees
and plants and can cause a lot of damage to woodland in this way, preventing fresh tree
growth.
Rabbits will nibble on lots of low growing plants and will dig into the earth looking for roots
and bulbs—a sure sign of rabbits is the droppings they leave wherever they go.
Voles will nibble low growing shoots and plants but can also do more serious damage by
eating the living bark on trees. Often they’ll completely ring the tree, stripping the bark off
all the way round.
Badgers cause a lot of disturbance to the earth while feeding, lifting up vegetation and
even large patches of turf. They leave behind distinctive ‘snuffle holes’ - small holes in the
ground where they’ve pushed their nose below the surface to suck up a tasty worm.
Badgers are omnivores, eating almost anything they can find. They will bring bones and
carcasses of animals back to their setts; badgers are one of the few animals to hunt
hedgehogs, devouring them by turning the skin inside out, the remains of which can be
found left on the sett. In spring badgers will also dig into rabbit warrens to take newborn
rabbits.

Squirrels often use feeding stations—rocks or tree stumps, usually in a clearing—where
they will sit and eat their meals with a good view all round. Squirrels are messy eaters,
forcing open pine cones to eat the seed and leaving the ragged half finished remains
behind, unlike mice who will carefully nibble every cone right down to the root. Likewise
with hazel and beech nuts, squirrels will crack the nut open with their powerful teeth while
mice and voles will chew a neat hole.
It is common to come across predated birds in the woodland, often all that remains is a pile
of feathers and a few bones. Examining a feather can yield clues on the culprit. A raptor
such as a sparrowhawk will pluck feathers from its prey, pulling each out individually
without breaking the tip. Foxes, badgers and cats however will tend to grab a mouthful of
feathers and rip them out, breaking the tips and chewing on the feathers.
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Dropping Hints
Studying mammal droppings sounds odd but it is actually a great way of seeing what’s
around. Just remember never touch any droppings with your bare hands and always wash
up well afterwards!
There are three main things to think about when examining droppings—its location; its size
(and shape); and, unfortunately, its smell!
Fox droppings look a bit like that of a small dog. Generally long and twisted at one end and
full of whatever it has been eating—berries, small bones, animal fur etc. A distinctive—and
very unpleasant—musky odour. Foxes use droppings to mark territory and will often leave
them in prominent areas. If you remove a fox dropping the fox will often come back and
replace it.
Badgers are the only animals in the UK which dig a hole to leave their droppings in. Again
this is used to mark territory and they are often found in groups in areas around badger
setts, crossing points and feeding areas. A group of droppings together is called a ‘latrine’.
The shape is very variable, sometimes very soft and runny where the badgers have been
feeding mostly on worms, other times firm and sausage shaped. Sometimes you can see
beetle wings or carapaces. Badger droppings have a distinctive sweet, musky, earthy smell
to them which is not very unpleasant.
Deer do their droppings on the move! Often found in clusters along paths where the
animals have been walking or feeding. Black, shiny cylindrical pellets.
Water Vole leave their droppings in special spots called latrine areas, usually on riverbanks
and often under vegetation. Small, greeny black and cylindrical rather like grains of rice.
Otter droppings are called ‘spraints’ and are used to mark territory. Otters will leave their
spraints in prominent spots where they won’t be washed away by floodwaters. Look for
obvious, easy to find spots in the river landscape, large rocks, bridges and weirs are good
bets. Spraints can contain fish bones and shell fragments, are wet when fresh but quickly
dry to a tar like consistency and smell sweet and almost flowery, like jasmine—compare
this to Mink, which looks similar but smells of rotten fish.
Hedgehog droppings are long, black and cylindrical, 3-4cm long, and are usually full of
beetle and insect segments.
Pine Marten droppings are generally found in prominent spots round the animal’s territory,
frequently in the middle of paths. Small, coiled and twisted at the end they vary depending
on the animal’s diet. They often have a sweet musky smell which many people liken to the
smell of Parma Violets.
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Holes
Many mammals are reliant on holes for living and feeding. A good eye can soon help you
distinguish between these and give great clues as to what is living nearby. It is wise to
remember though that most mammals will maintain more than one living area and will
move between them through the year. A hole that looks abandoned now might be full of
life in a couple of months. Species will also use each other’s holes if they come across
them vacant. Remember that many mammal holes, such as those of badgers, pine
martens and otters, amongst others, are protected by law and should never be disturbed
without guidance.
Fox holes are taller than they are wide and are usually found singly. They can sometimes
have a small heap of earth at the entrance and often will have bones or animal carcasses
close by. A lived in fox den will smell strongly (and not very pleasantly) of fox.
Rabbit holes are again generally taller than they are wide and will usually be found in
groups, where a whole family lives in a connected underground warren with many
entrances. They tend to have small spoilheaps and will always have piles of droppings
around the entrance. In spring female rabbits will dig sealed holes called ‘stops’ to give
birth in.
Badger holes are usually wider than they are tall. Any badger hole is called a sett and setts
can come in all sizes, from one hole up to several dozen. A badger family will maintain
many setts around their territory, usually one very large Main Sett, a couple of smaller
Satellite Setts and several much smaller Day or Annex Setts which are infrequently used.
The family will move around their territory following the seasons and the food supply,
sleeping in whichever sett is most convenient. Setts can be hundreds of years old and
tend to have large prominent spoilheaps which contains badger hair and often clumps of
soft dry grass and moss which has been used for bedding material. There will be marked
trails between sett entrances and a latrine area nearby with a trail leading to it. There will
usually be a scratching tree marked with claw prints in the area and often ‘toys’ such as
stones, bottles or sticks which young badgers have been playing with. Setts are usually dug
into the side of slopes, in dry ground, often on the edge of woodland.

Voles live in very small circular holes often in large clusters. The holes will be
interconnected underground and some may have been stopped up with dry mud, perhaps
to cut out draughts! Look for the distinctive ‘lawn’ of cut grass around the hole where the
animal has eaten all the grass its head can reach without leaving it’s home.
Otter holes, called holts, are very difficult to find and it is illegal to disturb them. May be a
single hole or natural hollow, usually with easy access to water but above the flood level.

Other Signs
There are many other signs of mammals in your environment if you look out for them.
Many of them are highly variable, or difficult to see but the more you look and learn about
your local area the more you’ll spot.
One of the first things to watch out for as you walk are the many trails that intersect the
human path networks and lead into the woodland. Take a good look at these areas of
flattened grass and broken plants. Who might have made them? In areas of high human
impact there’s a good chance it will be humans or dogs, but often you’ll find on inspection
that these trails are made by other mammals.
A trail passing under a low growing tree branch might indicate shorter mammals such as
badgers and foxes—likewise one at knee height which would block a badger might be the
perfect height for a roe deer to step over!
At the opposite extreme, branches or roots lying on the ground might be covered in
moss—apart from a section where the trail crosses and it has been worn smooth by the
passage of low slung badgers wiping it clean every day.
The width of the trail can give a clue as can any footprints that you find in muddy patches.
Check rocks and tree stumps at the edges for droppings or feeding signs—badgers often
leave their snuffle holes by path edges. Check the path also for clumps of dry grass or
moss, badgers travel great distances to collect soft clean bedding and carry it back but
often drop it on the way.
Look for claw marks on trees or branches, many mammals will sharpen their claws this way
or will pull apart dead wood looking for insects inside.
Watch for trails which squeeze through narrow areas, under fences or through gates, this is
a great place to gauge the size of the animal that made it and to look for hairs which have
been caught.
In late Summer and Autumn also check trees for signs of areas rubbed clear of bark where
deer have been ‘thrashing’ their antlers to remove velvet.
At this time you might also find marks called ‘roe rings’ where a tree has a perfect circular
trail all around it—this is caused by male and female deer chasing each other in circles!
At all times of the year you can look for depressions on the ground where the area has
been carefully swept of leaves and sticks. These may be deer beds where deer has slept
for the night, or even badger ‘day’ beds where they’ve lain up for a few hours. Check the
area of the bed looking for hairs to confirm who’s lain where! Badger hairs are tough and
wiry, hard to break in your hands. Deer hair is soft and delicate, being hollow it will easily
snap between your fingers.

Links
Cumbernauld Living Landscape http://cumbernauldlivinglandscape.org.uk
The Conservation Volunteers http://www.tcv.org.uk/

The Five Ways Well http://www.nhs.uk/Conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/Pages/
improve-mental-wellbeing.aspx
SAMH https://www.samh.org.uk/

Be TickAlert when looking for mammals. Check yourself once you’re home and safely
remove any ticks you find using a pair of tweezers. Keep an eye on any bites for signs of
infection
http://www.masta.org/tickalert/index.html

There are many online resources which can help with tracking and recording mammals,
here are just a few

National Biodiversity Network https://data.nbn.org.uk
Atlas of Living Scotland http://www.als.scot/
iRecord http://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/
iSpot http://www.ispotnature.org/communities/uk-and-ireland
Mammal surveys https://ptes.org/get-involved/surveys/garden/living-mammals/
Invasive Non-Native Species http://www.nonnativespecies.org/
Mammal Recording http://www.brc.ac.uk/mammals/recording.php
The Mammal Society http://www.mammal.org.uk/
Project Splatter https://projectsplatter.co.uk/
The Scottish Wildlife Trust http://scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk/
Scottish Badgers http://www.scottishbadgers.org.uk/
Saving Scotland’s Red Squirrels https://scottishsquirrels.org.uk/

